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ABSTRACT
Three Dimensional biomedical ultrasonic imaging is relatively in its infancy and many
areas for application like tumor detection and identification, virtual surgery planning,
among others are being explored. These techniques are expected to provide the medical
community with improved diagnostic and analysis capabilities.
In order to better understand the image capture and processing issues in these
environments, it is necessary to design and implement a reference three dimensional
image capture and processing system. In a research environment, the most optimal
approach to designing such systems is to leverage existing two dimensional capture
technologies and enhance their capabilities for three dimensional imaging. This thesis
formulates and implements one approach to developing a three dimensional data
acquisition and display system for ultrasonic imaging.
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1. Introduction
To visualize non intrusively human internal organs has intrigued mankind for centuries. If the
discovery of X-Ray gave birth to radiology, the invention of Computed Tomography (CT) and
other three dimensional techniques have revolutionized radiology. Three-dimensional techniques
are gaining a lot of importance in diagnostic imaging today5. Simply because of the additional
dimension of information that they provide. Most the techniques used in the past to create 3D
images were based on interpolation techniques, though in many cases, the results from actual 3D
images closely match with the expected results, there have also been cases where the additional
dimension has proven to be an invaluable source of information5.
Three-dimensional (3D) display techniques have been studied extensively for medical
applications for the past several years and are well established as a clinical tool in x-ray CT
imaging . In addition to providing diagnostic information they are also being studied for
applicability in providing physicians with 'virtual
surgery'
capabilities. Visualization techniques
for Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and Positron Emission Tomography (PET) have been
explored in great detail in the last few years4. Recently, special techniques have also been
proposed for multi-modal images with combinations of PET and MRI data. Only limited research
has been done on the visualization of 3D ultrasonic data. However, the one advantage that
Ultrasonic Imaging possesses over other modalities is that it is non invasive and does not pose
any radiation related risks to the patients. In ultrasonic imaging systems, the fastest and most
popular method of acquiring two dimensional (2D) images is through a linear phased array
system similar to the ones used in RADAR. However commercial 3D ultrasonic imaging systems
are not available yet and the medical imaging industry awaits the development of 2D phased
array and associated electronics1. However, scanning with a ID linear array with translation of
the array in a perpendicular direction has been attempted in to produce images in 3D2. In the
absence of a real time scanning requirement, simple 3D data acquisition techniques can be
designed and implemented. The proposed acquisition technique involves the use of a single
element transducer that is moved in a 2D plane using a dual stepper motor control mechanism.
Though several techniques exist for the visualization of three dimensional images, including
three dimensional displays, this thesis will examine the use of present day high resolution
Cathode Ray Tubes (CRTs) for display purposes. It is important to note that 3D displays on a 2D
CRT only gives the illusion of 3D display through appropriately computed 2D (flat) images.
The second major area in Ultrasonic Imaging which this thesis has examined, is the application
of pulse compression to process the three dimensional image data. Though it has been shown
that using coded pulses followed by pulse compression results in improved signal to noise ratio
over traditional short pulse imaging techniques3, the effect of pulse compression in three
dimensions has not been studied before. In this thesis, we have incorporated linear frequency
modulated ( FM ) pulse processing scheme into three dimensional imaging.
A third objective of this thesis was to examine the possibility of obtained higher image resolution
in ultrasound via inverse filtering using FM pulses. One major difference between radar systems
and ultrasound, is that the system response in ultrasonic imaging systems is based largely on the
transfer function of the transducer itself and the medium itself is assumed to have limited effects
on the transfer characteristics. Ultrasonic transducers show a band pass like behavior and exhibit
a Gaussian magnitude spectrum. Therefore, in contrast with the radar technique a transfer
channel with a constant transfer function cannot be assumed. On the other hand, the problem of
compression side lobes is significantly reduced in ultrasound.
In Chapter 2 the principles behind three dimensional imaging and pulse compression processing
techniques are explained. A summary of the linear FM pulse technique is also presented.
Chapter 3 deals with the special considerations involved in applying FM Chirp pulse for imaging.
It explains the procedure involved in the setup of the hardware and the processing steps in the
pre and post acquisition stage.
Chapter 4 presents the results of the pulse compression technique application under the presence
of increased noise and the three dimensional images obtained through the stepper motor based
acquisition system. It deals with the display aspect of the processed images and also explains the
random slicing technique that allows for the three dimensional object to be sliced along arbitrary
slice planes. It also discusses the relevance of this thesis for future research efforts and present
some suggested directions.
In summary, the research work carried out in this thesis involved setting up an experimental three
dimensional image acquisition system, incorporate FM pulse imaging and post processing into
this three dimensional data acquisition system and to evaluate the three dimensional image
processing software AVS. It will also be the first three dimensional image acquisition setup at
the CIS.
2. Background
This section provides a understanding of the techniques used in developing the three dimensional
image acquisition system. Pulse Compression and data rendering are important from a post
processing standpoint as a method of extracting information from the acquired
data11
while the
general properties of ultrasonic signals, attenuation are important in understanding the mechanics
of the acquisition system. For instance, the decision of the length of the acquisition time window
is based on attenuation characteristics of the medium and speed of propagation while the nature
of data visualization is dependent on the rendering mechanism.
2.1 Pulse Compression Imaging
Pulse compression is a signal processing procedure that converts long bursts of small amplitude
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but frequency modulated pulses into short pulses of high amplitude
' ' '
. Pulse compression
techniques can be implemented into ultrasonic pulse-echo systems to increase the signal to noise
ratio ( SNR ) of the echo signals. The gain in SNR is achieved mainly by an increase of the
energy of the transmitted signals. An additional reduction of interfering signals is caused by the
fact that short pulses within the echo signals are transformed to long bursts of low amplitude by
the pulse compression procedure.
2.1 .1 Conventional pulse-echo systems
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Fig l:Block Diagram of a conventional Ultrasonic Imaging System
Figure 1 shows the principal architecture of a conventional ultrasonic pulse-echo system. The
signal of a pulse generator is applied to the ultrasonic transducer via transmit/receive (T/R)
switch and the transducer sends out a sound impulse. This impulse propagates through the test
object, is reflected by a reflector and generates an electric echo signal within the transducer. This
echo signal reaches the diagnostic unit via the T/R switch.
One problem with conventional short pulse imaging is the reciprocal relation between bandwidth
and energy with time . As the axial resolution of ultrasonic image reconstruction increases with
increasing bandwidth of the echo signals, a bandwidth as large as possible is desirable. But this
can only be achieved by the generation of short pulses , and the shorter the pulse the lower is the
energy.
2.1 .2 Pulse-echo system with pulse compression
In comparison to a conventional system, figure 2 shows the architecture of an ultrasonic pulse-
echo system with pulse compression.
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Fig 2: Block diagram of pulse compression system
The overall architecture is the same as with the conventional system. Instead of a pulse generator
a signal generator is used to generate long bursts of defined form. The pulse compression filter is
inserted between the T/R switch and the diagnostic unit.
2.1 .3 General properties of Ultrasonic signals
All signals whose autocorrelation resembles a delta function can be used for pulse compression,
that would basically imply that the time signal have infinite time duration ( i.e. a continuous
signal ).
- Frequency modulated pulses
- Noise signals
A correlation of the echoes of theses types of signals with the transmitted signals yields the
impulse response of the system. Therefore the resolution of conventional short pulse imaging is
the same as the resolution of systems using pulse compression. It has been shown that there is no
difference between the point spread functions of single pulses and of compressed frequency
modulated pulses.
2.1 .4 Frequency Modulated pulses ( chirp signals )
Frequency modulated pulses x(t) are signals whose instantaneous frequency fit) changes
according to a well defined time function :
x(t) = aft) . Sin(<t>(t)) (2.1)
BW * t
<j>(t) =
fs+-- (2-2)
where a(t)=amplitude function
<|)(t)=phase function
fs is the starting sweep frequency, BW is the bandwidth of the sweep ( chosen to sweep over a
wider range than bandwidth of the transducer ), T is the duration of the chirp pulse. If the phase
is selected in a way that there is an unequivocal relation between instantaneous frequency and
time, then every frequency range is passed through only once and the autocorrelation function of
the signal possesses a distinct maximum.
Chirp signals have proven to be invaluable in ultrasonic imaging because of the advantages over
conventional short pulse imaging in terms of power and resolution14. There are primarily two
kinds of frequency modulated signals:
a) Linear frequency modulated chirp signals: In the simplest case the instantaneous
frequency increases with time ( refer equation 2.1). The portion of the work relating to three
dimensional imaging utilizes this type signal as the input signal. Amplitude modulated chirp
signals are used very widely because of the simplicity of design and the ease of applicability to
compression. They do have the undesired side effect of increased sidelobe levels in some cases.
b) Amplitude boosted frequency modulated signals: The understanding of the relation
between the nearly square frequency response of the linear FM signals, a multitude of signals
with non constant modulation functions have been proposed to overcome the undesirable
sidelobe effect that linear FM exhibits under compression. The simplest case is a relation where
the frequency at the outer parts of the time signal shows an increasing amplitude, this basically
has the effect of boosting the higher frequencies and essentially translates to a resolution
improvement. One additional area of research that this thesis has explored is the application of
inverse boosting as a method to improve SNR in pulse compression by estimating adaptively the
low pass characteristics of the transducer system and correcting for the attenuation through a
inverse modulation function4. The application of such signals results in reduced side lobe levels4.
The same effect can be reached with other modulating signals like sinusoidal, hyperbolic.
(t-T0/2)2
a(t) = e D (2.3)
To defines the time period of the amplitude enhancing function and D is the parameter used to
control the degree of pre-enhancement. However, care has to be taken to ensure that the
frequency sweep of the linear chirp signal matches closely with the band pass characteristics of
the transducer, since resolution in ultrasound is directly related to the highest frequency that the
transducer can transmit without much attenuation.
2.2 Noise Signals
Correlation systems using noise signals have also been implemented in ultrasonic imaging
systems. All the work involving noise signals was carried out primarily in software. This was
done by implementing a uniform random noise generator and corrupting the experimentally
acquired reflected signals with this noise signals. The process of cross correlation of the noisy
reflected echo with the
'pure' input signal has the inherent property of adaptively filtering the
noise out24. This can be very advantageous because it allows for the reflected signal processing
technique to be tested under extreme cases of noise corruption.
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2.3 Mathematical description of linear frequency modulated signals
A non cyclical linear frequency modulated signal x(t) can be described as the product of the
amplitude weighting function a(t), which could be a non linear function of time, and the sinusoid
[ refer equation 2.1]. The presence of the second degree term in the sinusoid is responsible for
the linear frequency sweep. The above expression has been expressed in center frequency -
bandwidth form.
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Fie 3: Frequency modulated chirp signal driving transducer
The spectrum of the FM pulse as it passes through the system is more or less Gaussian because it
is shaped by the frequency response of the transducer which exhibits a more or less bandpass
26
characteristic .
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2.4 Properties of Ultrasonic Signals
In addition to the above mentioned special characteristics of some types ofUltrasonic signals, the
general properties of ultrasonic signals such as attenuation, contrast etc. are discussed the
following section.
2.4.1 Attenuation18
As ultrasonic acoustic waves propagate through a medium a general rule for their attenuation
through the medium can be described as foUows :
I = Io exp ( -2ocz ) (2.4)
where I is the intensity of the signal, Io is the intensity at z=0 and z is the distance of
propagation and a is the attenuation coefficient. The attenuation coefficient is highly frequency
dependent, for a tissue, the attenuation coefficient increases approximately linearly with
frequency:
a = A dB/cm/Mhz (2.5)
where for a wide range of soft tissue A = 1. The convenient average value of the attenuation
coefficient of soft tissue is 1 dB cin'Mhz"1. Hence, a 3 MHz sound beam which has traveled a 20
cm distance through soft tissue is 60dB below its initial intensity level. This increase in
attenuation as the signals travels through a medium can be compensated by increasing the signal
power at the source, this however has implication in terms of the maximum safe intensity levels.
12
For e.g. in order to image deeper structures in the body, linear chirp signals centered around 3
Mhz are used as opposed to 10 Mhz for skin surfaces etc.
However if the regions of interest lie closer to the surface, then higher frequencies may be used.
The limitation on frequency limits the performance of the equipment.
10C0FT
Fig 4. Variation ofUltrasonic Attenuation Coefficient
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2.4.2 Pulse echo scanning
The conventional technique of ultrasound imaging utilizes short pulses for interrogation
of the object. The echo received from the object is then a convolution of the wane field
incident on the tissue structure being imaged and the impulse response associated with
scattering properties of the tissue.
2.4.2.1 The three dimensionalpoint spreadfunction
(A) Non Attenuating medium
The process described in the above section would produce a single A line signal which is
one dimensional in nature. Time t encodes the depth coordinate z- By moving the
transducer to an adjacent location, and displaying all A-lines, a two dimensional image
can be generated. Now, if the transducer scanning is controlled via a stepper motor
control mechanism, a raster scan across the surface of the object will yield an additional
dimension of data.
14
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Fig 5: Three-dimensional Coordinate Space Reference
The three dimensional point spread function is defined as follows: any point in space is
references in a Cartesian system of coordinates (Ox, Oy, Oz); a transducer can be moved in
a plane (Ox, Oy) while keeping its axis parallel to Oz axis which is the same as the
transducer beam axis ( and measures the depth, and time in medium); a target location is
determined by coordinates (x0, yo, z0). The contribution of this target to the 3D image is
the value of the target response at time 2zo/c when the transducer is located at x=0, y=0,
z=08.
For a circularly symmetric transducer, similar to the one used in the experiments , the
backscattered RF signal from a target at (x0, y0, z0) can be written as
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A(r,t) = C.P(t)*B(r,t,z0);t = 2z0 / c (2.6)
where r is the radial distance of the target from the central axis of the beam.
r = ( 2.7 )
P(t) is the FM pulse response at r=0 and C is a constant that depends on scattering
strength. B(r,t,z0) describes the beam response of the system at depth z0. Clearly B(r,t,z0)
is not shift invariant since it depends on the position of the reflector. But under the
assumption that B(r,t,z0) does not change appreciably in a small range around z0 then the
effect of the beam can be modeled as a convolution process, with respect to time t. The
PSF of the FM pulse is determined after pulse compression processing i.e. after cross
correlation ofA(r,t) with P(t):
PSF(r,t) = C.P(t).P(t)* B(r,t,z0) ( 2.8 )
The two dimensional PSF for a scattering object in an non attenuating medium can be
written as:
PSFN(x,t,z0)=C. [ P(t).P(t)] * B(x,t,z0) ( 2.9 )
where time t encodes the z dependence. The only difference here from conventional short
pulse processing is that the short pulse has been replaced by the autocorrelation of the
FM pulse P(t). The advantages of the FM system over the conventional are therefore in :
16
For a given total energy of input pulse, the resulting SNR is higher in FM pulse
compression
6'7
the properties of the point spread function can be easily changes by changing the
parameters of the input FM pulse, e.g. Inverse boosting of input pulse for higher
effective bandwidth.
(B) AttenuatingMedium.
For imaging in a frequency dependent attenuating medium, such as soft tissue, the point
spread function described in equation 2.9 is further modified. Assuming attenuation
coefficient is linear with frequency, a(f) = oto-f, and medium is non-dispersive, so that
phase and group velocities c become equal and independent of frequency /, impulse
response for round trip travel to a reflector at depth Zo can be evaluated as follows.
The transfer function for round trip propagation to a reflector at depth zo is given
by8:
H(f) =A.
e^vu^.e-'2*1*0'0(2.10)
where A is the reflection coefficient. By taking the inverse Fourier transform of H(f), we
obtain the impulse response h(t).
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A (azn Ik)
ht,z0,cco)=-. ;
- j- (2.11)
K
[(aoz0/7z:)2
+ (t-2.z0/c)2]
Assuming linearity and shift invariant property in a small region around z0, effect of
attenuation can incorporated as a convolution process. The point spread function in an
attenuating medium3, PSFA, then becomes
PSFA(x,t,z0,Oo) = C.{P(t) P(t)} * B(x,t,z0) * h(t,z0,ao) (2.12)
The point spread functions described by equations 2.9 and equation 2.12 for non-
attenuating and attenuating medium respectively, refer to the backscattered RF signal and
not the usual envelope detected B-mode imaging. The envelope detection process is non
linear, and therefore cannot be represented as a convolution process. However, we can
approximately write the envelope detected PSF as a product of two functions, one is the
envelope detected compressed pulse describing the shape of the PSF along the axial or z
direction and the other is the beam profile function describing the PSF along the lateral or
x direction.
A two dimensional representation of the convolution equation of the three dimensional
system is given by:
g(x,y) = h}(y) * h2(x) *f(x,y) (2.13)
where g(x,y) is the image before envelope detection, hj(y) is the axial pulse-echo impulse
response of the system, h2(x) is the lateral pulse-echo impulse response ( beam profile )
and f(x,y) is the back scattering impulse response of the tissue. The major difference
between ultrasound and other imagingmodalities5is :
the processing is non linear
the PSF is spatially variant because of the variation with depth
the PSF depends on the object ( attenuation, scattering ).
the radiation is coherent and the detector is phase sensitive
2.4.3 Speckle in ultrasound
Speckle pattern in formed from the interference of a coherent source with a randomly
distributed surface. The interaction of the wave with the random surface results in various
constructive and destructive patterns, which form the speckle pattern, consisting of bright
and dark spots24. The appearance of speckle is both due to reflection as well as
transmission. In case of acoustic imagery, the interrogating pulse interacts with the tissue,
which leads to the characteristic speckled effect in ultrasound images.
2.4.4 Contrast
Contrast in imaging is usually decided based upon variations in reflectivity , attenuation, color,
texture and index of refraction7. In ultrasound however, contrast is primarily based on attenuation
and reflectivity. As the signal travels through the medium it encounters structure boundaries, it is
these boundaries that contribute to reflection of acoustic waves from plane boundaries.
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Depending upon the medium and the depth of travel the attenuation of the signal also results in
contrast variation primarily because of intensity variations of the reflected signal. The
characteristic impedance of a material Z, an acoustic concept analogous to the concept of
impedance, is defined as the product of material density p and speed of sound c:
Z = pc (2.14)
Listed below are some values of characteristic impedance for a variety of biological media. The
power reflection coefficient R for a normally incident sound beam traveling from a medium with
impedance Zi into a mediumwith impedance Z2 is given by
/? = 2 l- (2.15)
7+7
The greater the impedance of the adjoining tissues, the greater the amount of energy reflected
from the boundary. In soft tissues, the coefficient varies from -20dB between fat and muscle to -
45dB between kidney and spine. These are low level reflections so that most if acoustic energy is
transmitted through the interface and is available for imaging deeper structures. In some cases,
however a very high level of reflection may take place, as in bone muscle interface which has a
reflection coefficient of -4dB.
20
2.5 Three-dimensional Imaging
A global overview of the computer processing done in 3D
imaging3 is best obtained by
examining how information in the given multidimensional data set is successively transformed to
eventually yield the information that is sought. An overview of the process is shown in Fig. 1 .
The user, of course, is an integral part of these transformations. Scene space in these figures
represents the space in which the given image data are represented. In this case, scene space
would represent the
'voxel' ( volume element ) data acquired. When the images are rotated or
otherwise translated from the original reference frame, they are in the image space. The view
space available to us in this case is the 2D CRT screen. Because of the disparity in the
dimensionality of the image space and the display space, the display is subjected to a dimension
reduction transformation which consists of somehow projecting the information on to the screen
through isocontours or fine grained meshes5. To make up for the loss of dimensionality, usually a
variety of illusions of depth are created in the displayed image via shading, contouring, stereo
display etc.
2.5.1 Classification of approaches
There are several different approaches to three dimensional imaging. In slice imaging our aim is
to extract certain two dimensional images from the given multi dimensional image data so that
they can be displayed directly for visualization and processing purposes. Projective imaging
deals with techniques for extracting multidimensional information from the given image data and
for depicting this information via a process of projections. Surface rendering and volume
21
rendering are the two major classes of approaches that use this principle. In surface rendering,
visualization and analysis of multidimensional data are based on object boundaries3. Volume
rendering
' !'' l tries to depict pseudo-surfaces and interfaces of various types of tissues.
Interestingly, slice imaging essentially provides a two dimensional mode of visualization and
analysis, projective imaging allows a 2l/2 D ( more than 2D but not quite 3D) mode. Although
volume imaging provides true 3D visualization, the technique is not well developed and therefore
its use has been insignificant compared to slice and projection imaging.
Standard volume rendering techniques have been used in 3D color Doppler ultrasound imaging
to visualize quantitative maps of the Doppler shifts of blood flow. A volumetric 3D data set is
made up of samples from a 3D scalarfield and is usually represented in a 3D array of voxels. A
more versatile method of representing the data is through a vector field which allows for
flexibility in representing additional information like color, representing the data with a data field
larger than a byte ( 256 levels ).
A common way to visualize the data is by interactive slicing of the voxels planes. Thin slices can
be displayed directly as intensity images. By successive rendering of parallel slices, the viewer
can at least get an overview of the volumetric data set. Another well known technique is
threshold rendering. This technique has been found useful for display of isovalue surfaces from
computer tomography data, where each material falls within a certain a density range. Volume
rendering is a technique that is used to give a 2D representation of the interior of an volumetric
data set. In medical Imaging, the usefulness of such methods depends on the ability to extract
clinically useful information.
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3D Imaging is evolving as a discipline of its own dealing with the various forms of visualization,
manipulation and analysis of multidimensional medical structures. What used be the subject of
curiosity of a handful of researchers has now grown into full discipline. Clinical applications of a
wide variety and strong commercial interest have been the two major factors contributing the
pace of development. The focus of the thesis is to explore three-dimensional visualization on
existing two-dimensional display devices. There are other approaches to 3D imaging involving
specialized display hardware, the techniques used in the construction and processing differs in
some areas with those used in displaying
'3D'
on 2D display devices. All the analysis of the
multi dimensional data has been carried out via the 2D screen of the device and through color
photographs. The introduction of color to the multi dimensional data creates some difficulty in
initial understanding and processing but the benefits far outweigh any drawbacks. Some of the
difficulty is in association of color with properties. For example, in ultrasonic imaging the
contrast of the image is directly proportional to the difference in acoustical impedances within
the tissue. Therefore when the brightness of the image is associated with a colormap, it facilitates
the association of areas in the image with
"goodness"
or "badness". In the color scheme used in
here red is used to symbolize areas in the tissue that reflect strongly and blue for areas that reflect
poorly. This also aids in delineating boundaries within the three dimensional structure.
Another important aspect of this thesis was to use existing hardware and instrumentation to
develop a PC based three dimensional acquisition system. This had to be done because present
commercial ultrasonic Imaging system are not capable of producing three dimensional images.
Furthermore the additional of this being a completely digital system allowed for the
incorporation of frequency modulated chirp pulse imaging technique into our imaging protocol.
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Several fundamental characteristics of ultrasonic imaging systems limit the performance of the
3D image acquisition setup. Thermal noise caused by the RF amplifier circuits, phase effects (
speckle ). The substantial presence of noise makes the ultrasound images hard to interpret. Yet
another problem is that high density materials tend to absorb the generated pulses completely
thereby
"hiding"
objects behind them. Thresholding schemes which are used fairly extensively in
X-Ray CT Imaging are inapplicable to an ultrasonic acquisition system. This thesis will
therefore attempt to integrate some commonly used techniques for two dimensional Image
processing to three dimensional images as well develop dedicated algorithms for three
dimensional images.
2.5.2 Speckle structure in three dimensions
Speckle is an important consideration in medical ultrasound because it severely degrades the
image quality and therefore needs to be properly understood. Speckle is the interference process
due to subresolution scatterers in a mottled appearance in coherent imaging ' . The principal
reason for the occurrence of speckle in medical ultrasound images is the randomness of the
scattering structures in tissue. The random cell boundaries sets up random reflection/refraction
interfaces within the object being imaged.
Two dimensional ultrasonic images are characterized by speckle. The randomness associated
with ultrasonic images is not the same as the randomness associated with electrical noise.
Therefore, a particular fixed target produces exactly the same image pattern each time that its
scanned under exactly the same spatial and processing conditions. A realistic model for this
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scattering process can be obtained by considering the target tissue to be composed up of an
inhomogeneous continuum in which the density and compressibility fluctuate from place to place
about their mean values. The spacing of the scattering structures that are effective is of the same
order as the wavelength. A complete range of scatterers exists, from macromolecules to organs
but only those comparable in wavelength are of concern. To a first approximation, the target
tissue may be thought of as a random spatial distribution of many small Rayleigh scatterrers. At
any instant of time, the scaterrers within a resolution cell radiate a particular distribution of
spherical wavelets. If constructive interference between backscaterred wavelets predominates, a
high amplitude echo is detected; but if destructive interference dominates, the echo has low
amplitude.
Within the beam of an ultrasonic transducer interrogating a stationary tissue ( stationary relative
to the scanning time), the process of image formation can be considered to be purely coherent..
The results of computer modeling and simulation confirm the image pattern seen in non
compounded ultrasonic scans. If the condition of stationarity applies to every target voxel, as it
does with a single pass linear or sector scan of a stationary object, the granular structure of the
image is detennined by the physics of fluctuation scattering. When the spatial distribution of
scatterers fluctuates randomly with time, for example, in blood, the 'fading
rate'
- the rate at
which the echo amplitude fluctuates - depends only on the dimensions of the resolution cell. In
the same way, photographic integration of a real time ultrasonic image of soft tissues over a
period of time during which the spatial distribution of the scaterrers in the scan plane changes so
that fading occurs.
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The speckle seen in sector scans is a result of a coherent nature of the imaging process. It is
however, smoothed somewhat by the eye-brain system when viewing real time motion image
sequences. Most of the analysis for two dimensions can be easily extended to three dimensions.
2.5.3 Rendering of three dimensional medical ultrasound data
As technology advances, the methods employed for collection and visualization of data also
advances. For example, there is presently a large emphasis on reconstructing three dimensional
virtual images of the anatomy for surgical planning purposes. The main techniques in place
today to visualize three dimensional data are volume rendering and surface rendering. When
volumetric data is visualized using surface rendering techniques a dimension of information is
essentially thrown away. Volume rendering conveys more in terms of information content but it
is at the cost of increased algorithm complexity. The following sections will explain the two
techniques briefly and also explain their relevance to the thesis.
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3. Experimental Approach
This chapter describes all the experimental setups and procedures that were part of this thesis.
The emphasis will however be on the portions relating to three dimensional image acquisition
techniques.
The application of ultrasound as a modality for multi-dimensional imaging is gaining ground and
though it is commonly understood but not practically verified, this thesis will examine the
benefits of using pulse compression as a processing technique for feature extraction. This thesis
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examines and formulates a multi dimensional image acquisition system and associated
processing techniques. In addition to that, it also experimentally verifies the benefits of using
pulse compression under the presence of noise for image construction. The basic steps involved
are the design and setup of the system, development of control software and finally development
of display and slicing software.
3.1 Image acquisition
The image acquisition system basically consists of a single ultrasonic transducer setup to acquire
A scan data from objects. The three dimensional image is then constructed from the A scans by
successively acquiring A scans of the object at different positions on the object. The basic setup
of the system is as illustrated below
S320 RJ-45
TMSC30 based data acquistion
board on 386 PC
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Fig 6: Block diagram of data acquisition system
The motion of the transducer along a line across the stationary object effects a two dimensional
reflected intensity image, one from the depth dimension by the penetration of the acoustic waves
into the object and the other from successive surface points along a scan line. Repeating this
process by moving the transducer in a raster fashion provides an additional dimension of data.
This is effected by the two stepper motors A and B.
3.1.1 System settings
In reference to fig 3, the experimental settings used for the various components of the system are
described in this section.
1. Polynomial Waveform Generator
Signal Output at 100MHz;
Maximum Output +/- 5 Volt
2. Phantom
ATS phantom model 539
3. Pre Amplifier
RTTEC broadband receiver.
Gain : 8 dB
LPF : 3 MHz
HPF : 1 MHz
I/P Impedance : High
4. Signatec Data acquisition ISA board
Multi Step Sampling Frequency ( 12.5, 25, 50, 100 MHz)
Unlimited sample size
5. Signal generator
Analogic corporation polynomial waveform synthesizer model 2020
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/ 1 41VT * t
For 20^ 2.0* (1 - Cos(t/20Ja))*(Cos((1.5M + -) * ,)) For 800/* 0F1LT10M
6. Transducer
7. Stepper Motor
Controlled via RS232 port on PC, variable x,y axes pitch control.
Pitch set at 0.5mm/step along x and y ( Refer Fig 5)
8. Object ScanningArea
Data was acquired in a 6cm ( depth ) window starting 2cm from the top. The sampling frequency
of the board was 0.04ps / pt:
2000pts x 2cm x 2cm ( File size 4000 x 40 x 40 bytes at 0.5mm/step)
Vx = 0.5 mm
Vy = 0.5 mm
Vz = 0.03 mm = ' before subsampling
13 ms /cm
Vz = 0.12 mm after subsampling by 4
3.1.2 Experimental Data Acquisition Procedure
The images are acquired using a FM pulse and recording the reflected echoes by moving the
transducer across the object, for the purpose of this thesis, a phantom, in a raster fashion. The
acquisition setup described above acquires the data to a PC based data acquisition board. The
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processing techniques include hilbert transform, cross correlation, envelope detection, spatial
low pass filtering of the three dimensional data set and arbitrary slicing .excavation of the three
dimensional image. The above techniques are assumed to be understood and their application to
the thesis are described in the following sections.
The acquisition subsystem was setup and controlled by the PC with software listed in Appendix
B. Most computer based image acquisition techniques are limited by data sample size due to
physical restrictions on available memory. The acquisition system control code employs a unique
memory management by allocating temporary storage buffers on the board for the acquired data.
3.1.2.1 Signal Processing
(a) Cross Correlation of Input FM pulse * A line data
(b) Envelope Detection
(c) Subsample by factor of 4.
(d) Convert to AVS data field format
All of the above mentioned steps were carried out in Matlab ( see Appendix B).
3.2 Imaging with linear frequency modulated pulses
Although most of the theory discussed in the previous sections on short pulse imaging are valid
for chirp pulse imaging as well, some important distinctions exist. From an experimental
standpoint, the main difference lies in the representation of information between the two
modalities. Also, linear FM imaging techniques pose no threat as far as intensity exposures are
concerned. Short pulse imaging produce effects resembling transient
cavitation1
. Prolonged
cavitation can destroy cells locally and induce chemical changes through free radical production
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[ Riesz ]. There are however some tradeoffs, a reduction in the peak intensity levels implies a
reduction in SNR. Thus although a FM imaging system will pose lesser danger of high intensity
exposure, it increases the probability of misdiagnosis due to reduced resolution. This was the
primary motivation for the thesis, to find a technique that would not only be safe but also provide
with at least as accurate, if not better, resolution over short pulse systems.
The technique of preenhancement does just that, it provides a method to improve resolution of
the resulting images. The primary motivation for the three dimensional image acquisition system
was out of a need to understand and study imaging concepts that were, in the past, assumed to be
easily extensible to three dimensions. One such item studied was the effect of the pulse
compression processing technique on the SNR. The pulse compression processing technique is
described in Chapter 4.
3.2.1 Surface Rendering of acquired
data3, 8
Several surface rendering techniques have been developed which approximate a surface
contained within volumetric data using geometric primitives which can be rendered using
conventional graphics hardware. A surface can be defined by applying binary segmentation
function B(v) to the volumetric data. B(v) evaluates to 1 if the value is considered part of the
object, and evaluates to 0 if the value v is part of the background.
The surface is then the region where B(v) changes value from 0 to 1. If a zero order interpolation
function is being used, then the surface is simply the set of faces which are shared by voxels with
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differing values of B(v). If a higher order interpolation function is being use, then the surface
passes between sample points according to the interpolation function.
The choice of the interpolation function depends on the type of data under study. For zero order
interpolations, a 3D rectangular cuboid is a natural choice, since the surface is a set of faces and
each face is a rectangle. With continuos interpolation functions, a surface known as an iso valued
surface or an iso surface may be defined by a single value.
3.2.2 Volume Rendering techniques3, 8' 9' 12
Although surface rendering techniques have some advantages, there are several main drawbacks
to this approach. Geometric data can only approximate the surface contained within the original
data. Adequate approximations may require an excessive amount of geometric primitives.
Therefore, a tradeoff must be made between accuracy and space requirements. Also, since only
the surface is rendered much of the information in the data is not represented n the final image.
Volume rendering can be achieved through object-order technique, image order technique or a
hybrid technique that combines the two. Object order mapping volume rendering use a forward
mapping scheme where the volume data is mapped to an image plane. In image order algorithms,
a backward mapping algorithm is used where the rays are cast from each pixel in the image plane
through the volume data to determine pixel value.
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3.2.2.1 Object Order techniques
Object order techniques involve mapping the data samples to the image plane. One way to
accomplish a projection of a surface contained within a volume is to loop through data samples,
projecting each sample which is part of the object onto the image plane. A simple illustration of
this is to map the background to a value of 0 and a value of 1 for the object, (refer Fig 7: Three
dimensional image mapping via object order technique)
Although most of the display algorithms are abstracted from the end user through image
processing routines in AVS and Matlab, the basic algorithm used for display is as follows:
If an image is produced by projecting all voxels with a value of 1 to the image plane in an
arbitrary order, we are not guaranteed of a correct image. If two voxels are projected to the same
pixel on the image plane, the new value that is projected later will prevail. This problem can be
solved by traversing the data is a back-to-front order. A strictly back to front algorithm would
require that ifwe process n voxels in the order v]y v2, ...v, then the distance from the image plane
to vi+), for all 1 < / < n-1. For this algorithm the definition of back to front can be relaxed to
require that if v, and v, project to the same pixel on the image plane, and i<j, v, then must be
farther away from the image plane than v,-. This can be accomplished by traversing the data plane
by plane, and row by row inside each plane. If, for example, the image plane is placed such that
the origin of the data is farthest from the from the image plane, then the data can be traversed in a
back to front manner considering the element in the order of increasing x,y and z. For arbitrary
orientations of the data in relation to the image plane, we may traverse some of the other axes in
a decreasing order. The traversal in accomplished in three nested loops , indexed on x, y, and z.
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For each voxel, its distance to the image plane in the pixel to which it maps. If we traverse the
data in the method described above, at the end of this traversal we would have constructed a two
dimensional image of the scene. A two dimensional shading technique can then be applied to
render this image for viewing. The simplest technique that is usually employed is depth shading,
where the intensity of each pixel stored in the output image data is inversely proportional to the
depth of the corresponding input pixel, this produces images where features far from the image
plane appear dark, while close features appear bright. Since surface orientation is not considered
here, information about surface discontinuities are lost.
The method employed in AVS for shading of the images is gradient shading, which is obtained
by passing the 2D depth image into a gradient shader that takes into account the object's surface
orientation and the distance from the light at each pixel to produce a shaded image. This method
evaluates the gradient at each (x,y) pixel location in the input image by
Vz =
Sz 5z
1
8x 8y
(3.1)
where z=D(x,y) is the depth associated with each pixel (x,y). The estimated gradient vector at
each vector is used as a normal vector for shading purposes.
The value of can be approximated using a backward difference D(x,y) - D(x-l,y), a forward
8x
difference D(x+l,y)-D(x,y), or a central difference
-(D(x + l,y)-D(x-l,y)) (3-2)
One way to reconstruct the original signal is to define a function /(x,y,z) that determines the
value at any location in space based on an interpolation function
applied to the nearest data
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samples. This is the technique typically employed by image order algorithms. In forward
mapping algorithms, the original signal is reconstructed by spreading the value at a data sample
into space. Westover describes a splatting algorithm for object ordered volume rendering in
which the value of the data samples represents a density, each data sample s=(xs,ys,zs,p(s)), seS
has a function defining its contribution to every point (x,y,z) in the space:
contributions(x,y,z)= hv(x-xsy-ys,z-Z)P(s) ( 3.3 )
where hv() is the volume reconstruction kernel and p(s) is the density of sample s which is
located at fey^zj. The contribution of a sample s to an image plane pixel (x,y) can then be
computed by integration:
contributions(x,y,z)= p(s) I hv(\-xsy-ys,w)dw ( 3.4 )
where the w coordinate axis is parallel to the view ray. Since this integral is independent of the
sample's density, and depends only on its (x,y) projected location, a footprint function can be
defined as follows:
footprint(jc,y)= J hv(x,y,w)dw ( 3.5 )
where (x,y) is the displacement of an image sample from the center of the sample's image plane
projection. The weight at each pixel can be expressed as:
weightfoy)^ footprintfjc-^y-yj ( 3.6 )
A footprint table can be generated by evaluating the integral in equation 3.5 on a grid with a
resolution much higher than the image plane resolution. Computing this is difficult and is not the
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approach followed in this thesis, however, this illustrates the concept behind the algorithm for
application to a more sophisticated display scheme.
3.2.2.2 Arbitrary Slicing of three dimensional image data
The real usefulness of the image acquisition system developed lies in its ability to provide an
arbitrary slicing feature which provides invaluable information, both in the fields of medical
imaging and non destructive testing. Indeed, one of the advantages of three dimensional imaging
over traditional imaging techniques is in providing the user with the ability to look "inside" the
object. Specifically, in medical imaging, it gives information about speckle structure in three
dimensions and about the object. One application where this information would be very useful is
in virtual surgery, where the surgeon can actually
"see"
the impact of the process on various sub
sections of the object.
The raw image data acquired from the object via the process described above was processed in
AVS. The arbitrary slicing mechanism follows a non linear interpolation scheme. The
orientation of the slice plane is arbitrary and the results are displayed as two dimensional images.
Three basic slice positions were computed for images of the phantom. The first two slice planes (
fig 8c-8d,8h-8i) displays the image information as a function of the depth ( in psec ) of the
object. The other image displays the image information as a function of the two space
dimensions( fig. 8e, 8j). Fig. 8a,8b,8f,8g represent three dimensional reconstructed images.
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3.2.3 Performance evaluation of system under increased noise
The experimental setup described in chapter 2 for acquiring three dimensional data from the
phantom was later processed using the techniques described earlier in this chapter.
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Fig 7a: Plot of returned echo signal from transducer
The input signal to the transducer was chosen so as to match the transducer's frequency
response. The input chirp pulse was centered at 1.5Mhz with a bandwidth of 2.8Mhz, although
the center frequency were matched the pulse was swept over a wider range than the bandwidth of
the transducer to take the most advantage of the resolution advantages in using a chirp pulse
imaging technique.
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Fig 7b: lOx Plot of Uniform RandomNoise
The following section discuses the performance of the acquisition system and processing
technique in the presence of noise. Although, noise is present in the system at every stage, this
section will provide a quantitative view of the effect of noise on the system performance.
! Uniform
! Noise
I
jlnpu t signal
j- mean
*C
Pulse
Compression
Processing
Display*LV *
During the data processing section of the system, uniform random noise is introduced before the
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cross correlation stage, to compare the result of the post processing technique to that without
externally added noise.
Plot of Returned Echo After the Addition ofNol
Time (msecs)
Fig 7c: Plot of returned echo after the addition of noise
The addition of noise was carried out in software through matlab. As the plots show, the pulse
compression processing technique is very effective in reducing the effect of externally added
noise, this relation is valid for noise levels that are upto 10 times the signal level.
In the figure below, the blue plot represents post processing data for case without noise, the red
plot is the post processing result for the case with 2.5x noise and the black plot represents data
for the case with lOx noise.
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Results of FM pulse compression processing on signal + noise
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Fig 7d: Results ofFM pulse compression processing on signal + noise
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4. Results and Conclusions
The experiments verify the common notions about the behavior of the point spread function of
ultrasound image acquisition systems. In traditional two dimensional imaging, the width of the
compressed pulse determines the ultimate resolution of the system, in three dimensions, this is
still true. The difference being a modulation in the contour of the compressed pulse in three
dimensions. The surface describing the compressed pulse, increases or decreases about a central
value, keeping generally the same shape.
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4.1 Speckle in three dimensions
Speckle is an important consideration in ultrasound imaging because it degrades images on one
hand but allows for useful measurements like blood flow analysis on the other. As mentioned
before, most of the results from two dimensions have been extended to three dimensions but little
experimental work has been carried out to verify these results. One of the principal objectives of
this thesis was to evaluate the benefit of imaging in ultrasound in three dimensions as opposed to
conventional two dimensional systems. In addition to the applications mentioned before in
chapters 1 and 2 like virtual surgery etc. which have not been explored in great depth here, the
Fig: Example of arbitrarily sliced three dimensional image data
acquisition system developed has enabled us to obtain arbitrary slice information for a given
three dimensional data set.
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Arbitrary two dimensional slice information from three dimensional data sets help verify the
operation of the imaging systems. It is easier to verify the operation of a three dimensional
system by processing the data to yield two dimensional image data and comparing with images
obtained from traditional two dimensional imaging systems as opposed to comparing the three
dimensional image data obtained from a true 3D systems versus three dimensional images
obtained by a process of extrapolation from two dimensional data sets.
Experimental results show that three dimensional "bright spots"exist in three dimensional data.
Their properties although very similar to speckle in two dimensions show some variability that
are not readily apparent in two dimensions. Features such as peak brightness level, nearest
neighbor distance and size of the speckle peaks, though still related to their analogs in the two
dimensional world, show distinguishing characteristics in three dimensions.
4.2 Three dimensional image acquisition system
Setting up a true three dimensional image acquisition system was one of the primary objectives
of this thesis. The system described in the previous sections was setup with already existing
hardware together with the new application specific software.
As an interesting addition to this still image acquisition system, the prospect of modifying this
system to acquire three dimensional images in real time was explored to a certain level. Much of
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the data communications in the present system takes place through serial communication
interfaces which in the world of real time video imaging for an image size 1024x80x80 per frame
at the rate of at least 33 frames per sec can be very restricting. The data transfer mechanism from
the transducer to the data acquisition board which is a TMSC30 based architecture, although
capable of handling fairly large amounts of data, was bottlenecked in terms of data transfer to the
main system processor ( in this case a 80386 based PC running at 33Mhz). All communications
to the stepper motor control subsystem were carried out through the RS232 ( serial port ) on the
PC (refer appendix serial driver) and did not pose a great deal of difficulty in integrating with the
rest of the system.
In addition to the above mentioned limitations, most of the image processing was integrated with
the display code and done in the UNIX platform. This was done primarily to circumvent dynamic
memory restrictions during pulse compression processing and multi dimensional convolution
speed on the PC.
On the whole, the three dimensional image acquisition system performed well for the process of
acquiring still images. The average image acquisition time for a 5cm x 5cm area of object imaged
at 1024 point resolution in the time dimension was in the order of 18 - 20 mins. Given the
availability of a faster real time image acquisition board ( based on the TMSC80 say ), a faster
host processor ( pentium 133), this system will acquire and display two dimensional images in
real time. Since there is significant processing involved, the processing of the images can be
carried out on a frame by frame basis, the resulting three dimensional data stored in frame
buffers and then displayed in continuous motion.
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4.3 Performance of pulse compression processing technique in the presence of noise
Another important objective of this thesis was to evaluate the pulse compression processing
technique to extract three dimensional image information in the presence of noise. The results of
the performance of the system n the presence of noise were as follows (refer figs 8k, 81):
In the case where noise is present, the performance of the system though reduced as compared to
the case where noise is absent, still performs remarkably well. The levels of noise considered in
the simulation were much higher than one would see in a real life scenario and therefore one
could expect better diagnostic information from a real world system which is prone to noise.
The principal advantage of choosing pulse compression processing over other methods is in this
very advantage that it provides. The performance of a system designed to process data using a
pulse compression approach is significantly more robust than a system that processes the data
using conventional short pulse imaging techniques.
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Fig 8a: Three dimensional Image of+15dB disc
Fig 8b: Three dimensional perspective of +15dB disc
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Fig 8c: Two dimensional slice of+15dB disc
Fig 8d: Two dimensional slice of +1 5dB disc
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Fig 8e: Two dimensional slice of +15dB disc
Fig 8f: Three-dimensional Image of -15dB disc
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Fig 8g: Three dimensional Image of -15dB disc
Fig 8h: Two dimensional slice of -15dB disc
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Fig 8i: Two dimsnsional slice of -15dB disc
Fig 8j: Two dimensional slice of -15dB disc
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Fig 8k: Three dimensional image of +1 5dB disc with lOx noise
Fig 81: Two dimensional slice of +15dB disc with lOx noise
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4.4 Discussion
The three dimensional acquisition system designed at the ultrasonic Imaging Laboratory at the
Chester F. Carlson Center for Imaging Science was the first of its kind that extended a existing
two dimensional imaging system to three dimensions using innovative capture and reconstruction
techniques. Much of the effort was intended as a foundation for exciting future enhancements
and modifications.
There are several areas that can be targeted for improvement:
Raster Scan Method
Presently, the system uses a single transducer with two stepper motors to acquire data.
Alternatively, the system can be designed using a phased array transducer that can capture a
line of spatial and a line of temporal information through a single transducer position.
Alternatively, the phased array system could be employed such that a single line scan across the
object captures the entire 3D data set. The advantage of doing this is that it would dramatically
reduce access times to make this systemmore easily feasible for continuous motion imaging. Of
course, one could also envision the usage of a two dimensional, narrow beamwidth transducer
array to cover small objects ( less that 2"x2").
Raster Scan Speed
The speed of scan must be increased significantly ( factor of 2 or 3) if this system is to
accommodate continuous motion imaging. Presently, the system takes about 40 sec to acquire a
single line of information. In order to make this a viable methodology for continuous motion
imaging, the image capture area has to be reduced to a smaller size and the stepper motors must
be controlled through a high speed link rather than the serial control mechanism presently used.
This is because, serial communications via a UART on the PC is bandlimited and supports very
small transfer rates unsuitable from a real time imaging standpoint.
Data Capture System
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Even if the scanning sub system was made significantly faster, the peak transfer bandwidth of the
data acquistion board is restricted by the speed of the processor. The present system uses a
TMS320C25 25 Mhz DSP processor. The recent years have seen a tremendous decline in silicon
prices and the system could be easily upgraded to a 80 Mhz DSP without significantly impacting
the cost structure of the present system. One of the major attractions of the present system is that
it was developed on a very a low cost schedule and used existing equipment. The usage of a
faster acquisition system processor coupled with a faster local processor will result in significant
performance improvement.
Data Processing System
Cheap processing power, unavailable at the time of the thesis inception has made it unnecessary
for the software system to be partitioned. Presently, the acquired scan data is filtered through the
acquisition system hardware and stored to a local hard disk. The system was a 386 based PC
running at 25 Mhz, this slow speed made it infeasible to perform any processing on the acquired
data. All of the software based signal processing can be moved to a Pentium 100 Mhz+ machine
and this system can be transformed into a completely self contained data acquisition and
processing unit more suitable for commercial exploitation.
Image Processing Algorithms
Most of the image processing was carried out in Matlab. Most of the functionality is easily
available in hardware DSP boards and can be leveraged to carry out these algorithms in a more
timely manner.
Data Visualization
At present, the AVS software on a DEC Alpha platform is being used to provide three
dimensional data visualization capabilities. This necessitated the partitioning of the processing
software into aMatlab section and an AVS section. Present releases ofMatlab integrate
three
dimensional data visualization capabilities into the software and this can be leveraged by
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modifying the software into a single executable that can be resident on a PC that will acquire the
image data, process and display it on the PC monitor.
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Appendix A : Non linear image enhancement techniques
During the course of the thesis research effort, several investigations into non linear image
enhancement techniques were made. Although not directly related to the thesis, it represents a
unique opportunity for further investigations that could apply the techniques described to three
dimensional imaging.
The following section describe a non linear amplitude preenhancement technique to improve
resolution in ultrasound images. The work described below is part of a published research effort .
As mentioned previously, the input signal undergoes reflection and attenuation as it passes
through the tissue. The attenuation is frequency dependent and hence there is often a trade off
between the contrast and depth in ultrasonic imaging. The effect of tissue attenuation is for most
part linear and can be easily compensated for. However, a more complicated task is to
compensate for the attenuation caused by the system itself.
Basic Approach
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Often, the most severe restrictions on resolution and contrast come from the characteristics of the
transducer itself. Transducers exhibit a band pass response and therefore any input signal that is
not within its response will be attenuated. As in other imaging modalities, resolution in ultrasonic
imaging is directly dependent on the highest unattenuated frequency. Therefore, a technique that
will adaptively incorporate this frequency attenuation by the system itself will result in better
resolutions. One of the focus areas of this thesis was to examine present techniques and find
means to improve them. The concept of non linear amplitude boosting of the input chirp signal
is the best solution to the above mentioned problem.
Some preliminary work in recent years has shown that pulse coding techniques might be of some
values in medical applications. Instead of a short pulse ( few us) a longer duration (10-30 us)
frequency modulated pulse is launched for interrogation. This pulse may be further amplitude or
if the frequency sweep is across the entire bandwidth of the transducer, the transducer imposes
its own modulation (Fig. 11). The time autocorrelation of the FM pulse is shown in Fig 13. The
pulse width depends only on the effective bandwidth of the FM pulse and not on its duration.
However, the ratio of the peak intensity of the compressed pulse to the peak intensity of the FM
pulse, called the signal to noise ratio, depends on the product of the time duration and the
"effective" bandwidth of the FM pulse. This factor is referred to as the time-bandwidth product
of the system and is responsible for its improved performance over conditional short pulse
imaging systems under peak power and/or noise limited conditions
'
.
Generally the 6dB of the medical transducers is about 50-60% of its center frequency and
then-
frequency response can be assumed to be approximately Gaussian. In order to improve the axial
resolution, (i.e. decrease the pulse width after pulse compression processing), in coded systems
the frequency sweep has to be increased.. This is ultimately limited by the transducer bandwidth
and can only be increased with transducers of greater center frequency, consequently increasing
the signal attenuation in soft tissue and decreasing penetration depth11. Therefore, it is useful to
investigate possibilities of increasing the effective bandwidth of low frequency transducers by
pre-enhancement of the signal driving the transducer. Inverse filtering or signal deconvolution
applied after the backscattered signal has been received is also a possible alternative but is
expected to be limited by the system noise.
For the preliminary case, the frequency response of the transducer is assumed to be Gaussian
with mean as the center frequency of the transducer and standard deviation as half bandwidth.
Thus, if the input to the system is multiplied with the inverse of the transducer response in time
then the reflected signal will contain more high frequency information and therefore the resulting
images will be of higher contrast.
Pulse Compression Processing
In this paper, the pre-enhancement method has been evaluated through simulation. We consider a
transducer with a center frequency of 3.5 MHz with a Gaussian frequency response (amplitude
of the transfer function) and a 6dB bandwidth of 1.75Mhz. We assume that the phase of the
transfer function is either zero or approximately linear with small frequency and departure from
linearity. The transducer response is considered to be linear shift invariant system. Therefore, the
received FM pulse after two way transmission through the transducer system can be calculated
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by multiplying the fourier transform of the input FM pulse with the two way transducer transfer
function, and then inverse transfonning the product.
As mentioned previously, the real advantage of pulse compression processing is in the reduced
intensity exposure levels for the patient in clinical ultrasound.
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Fie 10: FM Pulse Driving Transducer
If P(t) represents the input FM pulse (fig ll)and N(t) represents the tissue impulse response. The
backscattered signal S(t) can be expressed as a convolution of P(t) with N(t):
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Fig. 5
Reflected FM Pulse
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Fig 1 1 : Refl cted FM Pulse
S(t) = P(t) * N(t)
R(t) = P(t) * S(t) (Al)
R(t) is the autocorrelation of P(t) and N(t). The process of cross correlation is carried out by
correlating the input pulse with the backscattered signal. In our case, the input is a chirp and the
reflected signal though three dimensional, is basically a collection of one dimensional signals.
Therefore, a one dimensional convolution of the reflected echo signal P(t) with the input signal
S(t) will yield a compressed short pulse.
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Fig 12: Autocorrelation of FM Pulse
The process of amplitude preenhancement will however, alter the shape of the reflected echo
signal as well as the compressed pulse. The reflected signal ( Fig 12 ) essentially shows higher
amplitude levels at the low and high frequencies. The low frequency content of the signal is
primarily responsible for the brightness information in the resulting image awhile the high
Pre Enhanced FM Pulse Driving Transducer
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3
!
E
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5 10 15 20
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frequency information is responsible for the sharpness content of the image. The process of
cross correlation can be further enumerated by the following equation:
U-Ibr
P(t) = e^sm(27t{f0-tL)t +&)t2}) (A2)
The reflected echo in this case is cross correlated as before and the autocorrelated pulse shows
improved peak values, narrower major level width ( pulse width ) but increased side lobe levels.
The narrower major lobe width corresponds to a larger frequency bandwidth and therefore
greater resolution.
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Fig 13: Autocorrelation of FM Pulse
A comparison of both the autocorrelated pulses on a dB scale is shown in the following figure,
the solid line represents the correlation output for the preenhanced input pulse while the dashed
line represents the case with no amplitude enhancement.
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Fig 14: Compressed Pulse (dB scale)
In conclusion, a Gaussian approximation to the transducer frequency response was used to
incorporate an inverse boost function in the Fm pulse coding imaging scheme. A 40 - 50 %
improvement in the effective bandwidth can therefore be achieved through this scheme.
Figures 1 1 and 12 correspond to the case of almost no pre-enhancement ( D=28 us). The f0 of the
FM pulse was matched to the transducer center frequency of 3.5Mhz and 5f = 5Mhz. This
corresponds to the case when no further improvement in compressed pulse width or bandwidth can
be achieved by further increasing 6f. Amplitude pre-enhancement can however, produce some
further improvements as evidenced in Fig. 14. D=2.35 ps was used to produce the pre-enhancement
shown in fig. 1 1 .
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Fig 15a: Relative change in peak amplitude as a function of preenhancement factor
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Fig 15b: Change in Pulse width of the compressed pulse as a function of D
Due to an increase in effective bandwidth, the peak amplitude of the compressed pulse in Fig. 14
is higher than that in Fig. 13 but the pulse width is smaller. We have quantitatively evaluated this
improvement and are shown in figures 15a and 15b. Figure 15a shows the relative increase in
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peak amplitude due to increase in the time-bandwidth product as a function of the parameter D
that controls the degree of pre-enhancement. D=28 us corresponds approximately to the no pre-
enhancement and the point farthest to the right corresponds to this case. Figure 15b shows the
corresponding decrease in the 3dB, 6dB and 20dB pulse widths of the detected signal. Envelope
detection was performed using hilbert transform of the compressed pulse. From the results of the
simulation a 60-70% improvement in resolution should be possible. However, this improvement
comes with a penalty in sidelobe levels. Figure 16 shows the highest measured sidelobe level as a
function of D. These sidelobe levels were measured on the envelope of the compressed pulse
plotted on a dB scale as shown in Fig 15. We observe a gradual increase in sidelobe levels from
64dB to 43dB as the degree of pre-enhancement is increased. Speckle or clutter signal in medical
ultrasound is usually below 30dB. Sidelobe levels must be maintained to be below 30-40dB to
ensure that contrast resolution is not compromised.
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Fig 16: Highest sidelobe level as a function ofD
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Appendix B : Software and Computer Algorithms
1. Matlab Source to perform pulse compression via hilbert transform and cross correlation
%Pulse compression module
%Performs pulse compression after removing bias added by data acquisition system and then performs
%cross correlation of resulting data. Stores the result in AVS field format
%fdataid=fopen('phantoml.dat','rb');
fdataid=fopen('line.dat','rb');
fchirpid=fopen('chirp.dat','rb');
fenvid=fopen('env_n.dat','wb');
fsubenvid=fopen('subenv_n.dat','wb');
%defines the satrting and ending points for the data set
%and all the global values for the kernel
xstart=1000;
xstop=2000;
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%ymax=40;
ymax=l;
%zmax=80;
zmax=l;
xmax=229;
mu=32;
sigma=4;
%write avs volume header to file
%fwrite(fsubenvid,xmax,' 1 *unsigned char');
%fwrite(fsubenvid,ymax,' 1 *unsigned char');
%fwrite(fsubenvid,zmax,' 1 *unsigned char');
%kernel ( Gaussian )
fori=l:64
kernel(i)=(l/sigma*sqrt(2*pi))*exp(-l*((i-mu)A2.0/(2.0*(sigmaA2.0))));
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end
%Initialze working arrays
data=zeros(xstop, 1 ) ;
chirp=zeros(501,1);
%Read in chirp data and subtract the mean, evaluate sumofsquares
%for xcorrelation normalization
chirp=fread(fchirpid) ;
chirp_mean=mean(chirp);
chirp=chirp-chirp_mean;
chirp_sum=sumofsq(chirp);
forz=l:zmax
fory=l:ymax
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%Read in data and subtract the mean, evaluate sumofsquares
%for xcorrelation normalization
data=fread(fdataid,xstop);
data_mean=mean(data);
data=data-data_mean;
tempdata=data;
clear data
data=tempdata;
%new stuff for adding noise to signal
%data=(noise(data))'
;
%end new stuff
data_sum=sumofsq(data) ;
%Matlab does something real funny if xcorr(data,chirp)
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answer=xcorr(chirp,data)/(sqrt(data_sum*chirp_sum));
%This is just a kluge to get rid of all the zeros at the
%start of the array
tempanswer=answer(size(data)-size(chirp):2*size(data)-l);
clear answer
answer=tempanswer;
%Perform hilbert transform and requantize back to 256 levels
envelope=abs(hilbert(answer)) ;
%Subsample for display
subenv=subsamp(envelope,4) ;
%LPF convolve and subsample
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smoothenv=subsamp((conv(subenv,kernel))',3);
%Add the mean value back for visualizing purposes
for i=l:size(smoothenv')
newsmoothenv(i)=255*smoothenv(i);
if(newsmoothenv(i)>255)
newsmoothenv(i)=255 .0;
end
end
% fwrite(fenvid,smoothenv,'l*unsigned char');
1*unsigned char');
% clear answer;
% clear envelope;
% clear data;
clear data_mean;
clear data_sum;
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end
end
fclose(fdataid);
fclose(fchirpid);
fclose(fenvid);
fclose(fsubenvid) ;
function y = hilbert(x)
Functions called within main block
%fflLBERT Hilbert transform.
% HILBERT(X) is the Hilbert transform of the real part
% of vector X. The real part of the result is the original
% real data; the imaginary part is the actual Hilbert
% transform. See also FFT and IFFT.
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%% IfX is a signal matrix, HILBERT(X) transforms the columns
% ofX independently.
[r,c] = size(x);
ifr= 1
x = x.'; % make it a column
end;
[n,cc] = size(x);
m = 2Anextpow2(n);
y = fft(real(x),m);
ifm~=l
h = [1; 2*ones(fix((m-l)/2),l); ones(l-rem(m,2),l); zeros(fix((m-l)/2),l)];
y(:) = y.*h(:, ones(l,cc) );
end
y = ifft(y,m);
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y = y(l:n,:);
if r == 1
y = y-;
end
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2. Software to control data acquisition sub system
/* This program sends out control signal to stepper motor
to move it 1mm at a time for 1024 steps and then 1mm down
It is a quickwin application
written on 12/23/94
#include <stdio.h>
int ij;
void setRS232(void);
void sendtoVelmex(char cc[] );
void waitprompt(void);
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intmain()
setRS232();
sendtoVelmex("EZT") ;
printf("Controller on line and Zeroed\n");
for(i=0; i<1024; i++)
sendtoVelmex("C SM100,IM-20,R");
waitpromptQ;
/* sendtoVelmex("EZT");
sendtoVelmex("C SM1000,IM1600,R");
printf("Controller runningW);
waitprompt();
sendtoVelmex("EZT");
sendtoVelmex("C S1000,I1600,R");
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printf("Controller runningW);
waitpromptQ;
sendtoVelmex("EZT");
sendtoVelmex("CSM1000,IM-1600,R");
prinrf("Controller runningW);
waitpromptQ;*/
void setRS232(void)
printf("Set port parameters and clear out input ort\n");
{
Portset: mov ah,0
movdx.l
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movaUOOllllOb
int 14h
Clrport: mov ah,2
movdx.l
int 14h
void sendtoVelmex(char cc[])
char *ptr = cc;
while(*ptr !=0)
{
char velchar = *ptr++;
asm {
mov ah, 1
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mov dx,l
mov aLvelchar
int 14h
}
}
}
void waitprompt(void)
printf("Waiting for controller to finish run\n");
Waitprmpt:
asm mov ah,3
asm movdx,l
asm int 14h
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asm test ah, 1
asm jzWaitprmpt
asm mov ah,2
asm mov dx, 1
asm int 14h
asm cmp
al,'A'
asm jne Waitprmpt
printf("Controller finished run\n");
Board Initialization Code
#include "header.h"
void getsetting(char far *settings)
chare;
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charstr[24];
int 1;
window(1,1,80,24);
clrscr();
printf("\nWhat amplifier type <L>inear <C>ompression ");
c = getch();
switch (toupper(c)) {
case 'L': settings[0] = 0; break;
case 'C: settings [0] = 1; break;
default : ; /* setting unchanged */
printf("\nWhat triggering mode <C>ontinuouis <B>urst <P>retrigger ");
c = getch();
switch (toupper(c)) {
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case 'C: settings[l] = 2; break;
case 'B': settings[l] = 0; break;
case 'P': settings[l] = 1; break;
default : ; /* setting unchanged */
if(settings[0] 0){ /* if linear amplifier installed */
printf("\nWhat voltage range <1> 2V; <2> 0.6V; <3> 0.2V; <4> 60mV ");
c = getch();
switch (toupper(c)) {
case T: settings[2] = 3; break;
case '2': settings[2] = 2; break;
case '3': settings[2] = 1; break;
case '4': settings[2] = 0; break;
default : ;
/* setting unchanged */
1 /* end case */
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/*endif */
printf("\nWhat offset level <0-255> ( 230 centers 0 volts ) ");
gets(str);
if (strlen(str) != 0){ /* offset unchanged on <CR> */
i = atoi(str);
if((i<=0)&&(i>256)) settings[3] = atoi(str);
printf("What threshold level <0-255> ");
gets(str);
if (strlen(str) != 0){ /* threshold unchanged on <CR> */
i = atoi(str);
if((i<=0)&&(i>256)) settings[4] = atoi(str);
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printf("What sample rate: <0>=100, <1>=50, <2>=25,..,<7>=0.78125 MSPS ");
c = getch();
if((c>='0')&&(c<='7')) settings[5] = c-'O';
printf("\nHow much active memory: <0> 16k, <1> 32k, <2> 64k, ..., <7> 2M bytes ");
c = getch();
if((c>='0')&&(c<='7')) settings[6] = c-'O';
if(settings[l] < 2){ /* if in burst or pretrigger modes */
printf("\nWhat timeout value <1-31> ");
gets(str);
if (srrlen(str) != 0){ /* timeoout unchanged on <CR> */
i = atoi(str);
if((i<=l)&&(i>31)) settings[7] = i;
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printf("\nWhat trigger source: <I>nternal <E>xternal ");
c = getch();
switch (toupper(c)) {
case 'E': settings[8] = 0; break;
case T: settings[8] = 1; break;
default : ; /* setting unchanged */
printf("\nWhat trigger coupling: <A>C <D>C ");
c = getch();
switch (toupper(c)) {
case 'A': settings[9] = 0; break;
case 'D': settings[9] = 1; break;
default : ;
/* setting unchanged */
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printf("\nWhat trigger slope: <P>ositive <N>egitive ");
c = getch();
switch (toupper(c)) {
case 'N': settings[10] = 0; break;
case 'P': settings[10] = 1; break;
default : ; /* setting unchanged */
I* ************************************************* **************************
Routine
write tiff header
Description
This routine will write a TIFF-M (Motorola) header with a
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minimal set of tags defined. This routine is ONLY good for
8-bit monochrome images.
Return Value
This routine will return the offset in bytes to the start
of the actual image data.
:::$$$$:::^::: ;f::f::}::::{:$$:):;:}:^ :$::i|::^ :f::
#include <stdio.h>
#include "tiff.h"
long write_tiff_header( FILE *fp,
long number_of_rows,
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long number_of_columns )
struct TIFF_HEADER T;
struct TIFF_FILE_HEADER H
struct DDF idf;
struct IDF_Entry idf_entry;
char buffer[4];
long
long offset_past_EDF_Entries ;
/****************************************************************************
clear all the TIFF tags
*************************************************************************** */
T.SubFileType = 0;
T.ImageWidth = 0;
T.ImageLength = 0;
T.BitsPerSample = 0;
T.Compression = 0;
T.PhotoInterp = 0;
T.Threshold = 0;
T.CellWidth = 0;
T.CellLength = 0;
T.FillOrder = 0;
T.DocName = 0;
T.ImageDescript = 0;
T.Make = 0;
T.Model = 0;
T.StOffsetCnt = 0;
T.StripOffset = 0;
T.Orientation = 0;
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T.SamplesPixel = 0;
T.RowsStrip = 0;
T.StripByteCnt = 0;
T.SBytesCntOffset = 0;
T.MinSampleValue = 0;
T.MaxSampleValue = 0;
T.Xres = 0;
T.Yres = 0;
T.PlanarConfig = 0;
T.PageName = 0;
T.XPos = 0;
T.YPos = 0;
T.FreeOffsets = 0;
T.FreeByteCount = 0;
T.GrayResUnit = 0;
T.GrayResCurve = 0;
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T.Group30ption = 0;
T.Group40ption = 0;
T.ResolutionUnit = 0;
T.PageNumber = 0;
T.ColorResUnit = 0;
T.ColorResCurv = 0;
/****************************************************************************
assign the TIFF-M (Motorola) byte order flag
H.ByteOrder[0] = 0x4d;
H.ByteOrderfl] = 0x4d;
fwrite( H.ByteOrder, sizeof( H.ByteOrder ), 1, fp );
/
****************************************************************************
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assign the TIFF-M version number
****************************************************************************/
H.Version = 42;
write_short( fp, H.Version );
/****************************************************************************
assign the length of the tiff file header
****************************************************************************/
H.IdfOffset = sizeoft struct TIFF_FILE_HEADER );
write_long( fp, H.IdfOffset );
/****************#***********************************************************
assign the number of idf entries
****************************************************************************/
idf.NumEntries = 8;
write_short( fp, idf.NumEntries );
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offset_past_IDF_Entries = idf.NumEntries * sizeof( struct IDF_Entry ) +
sizeoft idf.NumEntries ) +
sizeoft struct TTFF_FILE_HEADER ) + 4;
^****************************************************************************
write out the individual idf entries
****************************************************************************/
T.SubFileType = 1;
idf_entry.Tag = OxOOFF;
idf_entry.Type = 3;
idf_entry.Length = 1;
idf_entry.ValueOffset = ( T.SubFileType 16 );
write_idf_entry( fp, idf_entry );
T.ImageWidth = number_of_columns;
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idf_entry.Tag =0x0100;
idf_entry.Type = 3;
idf_entryLength = 1;
idf_entry.ValueOffset = ( T.ImageWidth 16 );
write_idf_entry( fp, idf_entry );
T.ImageLength = number_of_rows;
idf_entry.Tag =0x0101;
idf_entry.Type = 3;
idf_entry.Length = 1;
idf_entry.ValueOffset = ( T.ImageLength 16 );
write_idf_entry( fp, idf_entry );
T.BitsPerSample = 8;
idf_entry.Tag = 0x0102;
idf_entry.Type = 3;
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idf_entryLength = 1;
idf_entry.ValueOffset = ( T.BitsPerSample 16 );
write_idf_entry( fp, idf_entry );
T.PhotoInterp = 1;
idf_entry.Tag = 0x0106;
idf_entry.Type = 3;
idf_entry .Length = 1;
idf_entry.ValueOffset = ( T.PhotoInterp 16 );
write_idf_entry( fp, idf_entry );
idf_entry.Tag =0x0111;
idf_enrry.Type = 4;
idf_entry .Length = 1;
idf_entry.ValueOffset = offset_past_IDF_Entries;
write_idf_entry( fp, idf_enrry );
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T.SamplesPixel = 1;
idf_entry.Tag =0x0115;
idf_entry.Type = 3;
idf_entry.Length = 1;
idf_entryValueOffset = ( T.SamplesPixel 16 );
write_idf_entry( fp, idf_entry );
idf_entry.Tag =0x0117;
idf_entry.Type = 4;
idf_entry.Length = 1;
idf_entry .ValueOffset = number_of_rows * number_of_columns
T.BitsPerSample / (double) 8;
write_idf_entry( fp, idf_entry );
for( i=0; i<4; i++ ) {
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buffer[i] = '\0';
fwrite( buffer, sizeoft buffer[0] ), 4, fp );
****************************************************************************
return the offset to the image data to the calling function
return( offset_past_IDF_Entries );
void write_idf_entry( FILE *fp, struct IDF_Entry idf_entiy )
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write_short( fp, idf_entry.Tag );
write_short( fp, idf_entry.Type );
write_long( fp, idf_entryLength );
write_long( fp, idf_entryValueOffset );
void write_short( FILE *out, short s )
#ifdefultrix
switch_word( (char *) &s );
#endif
fwrite(&s, 2, l,out);
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void write_long( FILE *out, long 1 )
#ifdefultrix
switch_longword( (char *) &1 );
#endif
fwrite( &1, 4, 1, out );
}
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void switch_word( char *word )
char temp;
temp = *(word +1);
*(word + 1) = *word;
*word = temp;
void switch_longword( char *longword )
char temp;
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temp = *(longword+3);
*(longword+3) = *longword;
*longword = temp;
temp = *(longword+2);
*(longword+2) = *(longword+l);
*(longword+l) = temp;
}
void switch_quadword( char *quadword )
char temp;
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temp = *(quadword+7);
*(quadword+7) = *quadword;
*quadword = temp;
temp = *(quadword+6);
*(quadword+6) = *(quadword+l);
*(quadword+l) = temp;
temp = *(quadword+5);
*(quadword+5) = *(quadword+2);
*(quadword+2) = temp;
temp = *(quadword+4);
*(quadword+4) = *(quadword+3);
*(quadword+3) = temp;
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/*This is the sixth version of accquisition program for Signatec
and it creates a PGM image of the object
Written by Rajeev Raman
01/12/94
*/
#inctude
"header2.h"
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
intmain(void)
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int i,a,b,step;
int length=1024;
int width=5;
intmax_step;
unsigned char** data;
double* tempi;
unsigned char* temp2;
FILE *outptr;
FILE *outptrl;
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data=(unsigned char**)malloc(20);
if(data!=0)
printf("Allocating Memory");
for(b=0; b<5; b++)
data[b]=(unsigned char*)malloc(2000);
if(data[b]!=0)
{
printfC'.");
}
}
printf("done");
BoardSetQ;
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printf("\nNumber of scan steps( multiples of 5)\t");
scanf("%d",&max_step);
outptr=fopen("phantom.pgm"
,
"w") ;
fprintf(outptr,"%s\n%s\n%s\n","P5"," 1024 20","255");
printf("header written successfully. .creating pgm file..\n");
fclose(outptr);
outptr=fopen("phantom.pgm","ab");
setRS232(); //set the controller
sendtoVelmex("EZT");
for(step=0; step<max_step; step++)
for(i=0; i<width; i++)
sendtoVelmex("C AM15,SM3000, IM125,R"); //move at max accel in steps of
0.5mm
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waitprompt();
a=acqdata(Brdl);
if(a=0)
{
printf("Data accquired Successfully\n");
printf("%d\n",i);
getsram(Brdl,250,data[i],length); //write to PCRAM
printf("Writing to file...");
for(i=0; i<width; i++)
fwrite(data[i],length, 1 .outptr);
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sendtoVelmex("CAM15,SM3000,IM-1250,R");
waitpromptO;
fclose(outptr);
outptr=fopen("Phantom.pgm","rb");
outptrl=fopen("envlp.pgm","w");
fprintf(outptrl,"%s\n%s\n%s\n","P5"," 1024 20","255");
fclose(outptrl);
outptrl=fopen("envlp.pgm","ab");
for(i=0; i<width*max_step; i++)
fread(data[i], 1024, 1024,outptr);
temp1=Envlp(data[i] .length,width);
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temp2=(unsigned char*)templ;
fwrite(temp2,1024, 1 ,outptrl );
free(templ);
free(temp2);
free(data[i]);
free(data);
return 0;
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